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Summary
The Centre for Applied Archaeology (CfAA) was commissioned by Bury Council to
undertake a second phase of archaeological evaluation at the scheduled site of Radcliffe
Tower (SM 27585), Bury, Greater Manchester. The works will form part of the HLF
funded Radcliffe Heritage Project and are required to further assess the archaeological
remains identified within the previous community excavations of October and November
2013 (Area 1) in addition to the investigation of a section of the haul road which runs
alongside the western elevation of the Tower (Area 2), see (Figure 21).
Area 1 comprised of a 10.00m x 10.00m trench (Trench 10) located within the southwestern quadrant of the scheduled area. The aim of this trench was to identify and assess
the extent and level of survival of probable medieval remains discovered on the western
extremity of trench 6 during the excavation of October/November 2013. Area 2
comprised of two small test pits (TP1 & TP2) c1.60m x 2.00m located either side of the
western entrance way into the Tower. The aim of these test pits was to assess the extent
and survival, of archaeological features associated with the medieval timber hall and to
better understand the relationship between the hall and the Tower.
The excavation of Areas 1 and 2 have produced significant archaeological remains
relating to the medieval Hall and Tower at Radcliffe. By comparing the results of both the
2013 and 2014 Radcliffe Heritage Project excavations with documentary research it has
been possible to identify five main phases of activity, which further explain the
development of the study area from its medieval origins through to the present day.
Furthermore by overlaying results of the excavations onto historic mapping it has been
possible to establish how the archaeological remains fit within the medieval layout of the
hall and Tower and to determine where further medieval remains may be encountered
within the scheduled area (Figures 34 & 35).
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background

The Centre for Applied Archaeology (CfAA) was commissioned by Bury Council to
undertake a second phase of archaeological evaluation at the scheduled site of Radcliffe
Tower (SM 27585), Bury, Greater Manchester. The works will form part of the HLF
funded Radcliffe Heritage Project and are required to further assess the archaeological
remains identified within the previous community excavations of October and November
2013 (Trench 10) in addition to the investigation of a section of the haul road which runs
alongside the western elevation of the Tower (Test Pits A & B), see (Figure 21).
The Radcliffe Tower Scheduled Area has been subject to previous commercial and
community group led intrusive investigation and research. The results of these previous
investigations have been published and are publicly available.

1.2

Location, Topography, Geology & Current Land Use

The Radcliffe Tower site (centred SD 7957 0751) is located c.1.0 mile to the east of the
town of Radcliffe and c.3.0 miles from Bury town centre, on the northern bank of the
River Irwell at c.68m AOD.
The underlying drift geology of the area comprises alluvial sands and gravels overlying
Carboniferous Coal Measures. The solid geology consists of sandstones and mudstones
(British Geological Survey of England and Wales).
The site of Radcliffe Tower is at the centre a scheduled ancient monument (SM 27585)
that is bounded at the south by a small group of trees, to the west by a small modern
housing estate, to the north by another housing estate and the east by the church graveyard.
The scheduled area is relatively flat with the area on the eastern side of the Tower being
well maintained by Council recreation staff. The interior of the Tower, though bared and
locked is subject to people entering via the first floor windows where evidence suggest
that fires are lit and alcohol is being consumed. There is also evidence that occasionally
stones from the Tower are being removed probably by people climbing into the interior.

1.3

Personnel

The project was conducted by professional archaeologists from the CfAA. On-site
excavations were conducted by Vicky Nash, Mandy Stanton & Sarah Cattell along with
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seven volunteers from the local community. The report was compiled and written and
illustrated by Vicky Nash. The project was managed by Vicky Nash.

1.4

Monitoring

Norman Redhead, the Heritage Management Director (Archaeology) for Greater
Manchester Archaeology Advisory Service, (GMAAS) monitored the archaeological
works along.
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2. Methodology Statement
2.1 Excavation Strategy
This chapter represents a programme of archaeological trenching designed to progress our
understanding of the origins, form and character of the buried remains associated with
Radcliffe Tower. The investigations will inform the design of the heritage park,
conservation of archaeological remains and their interpretation. All the following trenches
are located within the Scheduled Monument area, (Figure 27).
Area 1(Trench 10)
Area 1 comprised of a 10.00m x 10.00m trench located within the south-western quadrant
of the scheduled area. The aim of this trench is to identify and assess the extent and level
of survival of probable medieval remains discovered on the western extremity of trench 6
during the excavation of October/November 2013.
Area 2 (Test Pits A & B)
Area 2 comprised of two small trenches c1.60m x 2.00m located either side of the western
entrance way into the Tower. The aim of these test pits is to assess the extent and survival,
of archaeological features associated with the medieval timber hall and to better
understand the relationship between the hall and the Tower.

2.2

Excavation Methodology

All archaeological features selected (stratigraphical layers, cuts, fills, structures) to be
evaluated by hand tools and recorded in plan at 1:20 or in section at 1:10 using standard
single context recording methods with photographs to be taken as appropriate.
Removal of modern overburden (topsoil and subsoil) will be conducted using a
mechanical excavator with a toothless ditching bucket under the supervision of a
professional archaeologist acting as a banks man. Removed overburden will be stored on
a single mounded spoil heap located at an appropriate distance away from the main open
area excavation or the fenced edges of the compound.
Machine excavation will continue in 100mm spits until either natural geological deposits
or significant archaeological deposits are identified. Machine excavation will remain
cautious, with preference for surviving information and hand excavation once interfaces
are first encountered.
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During the machine excavation and until the programme of archaeological works is
complete, the open area excavation and spoil heaps will be surrounded by Herras fencing,
located not less than two metres away from the edges of either.
Following machine excavation all areas will be cleaned using appropriate hand tools and
archaeological features recorded by photography and scaled plan.
During the machine excavation and planning phase Mr Norman Redhead of the Greater
Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service (GMAAS) will be consulted at regular
intervals. If significant archaeological deposits are identified (GMAAS) will be
immediately informed.

2.3

Recording Methodology

A unique text-number site code should be created prior to the commencement of the
programme of works.
Separate contexts should be recorded individually on pro-forma context sheets. Plans and
sections recorded on drawing sheets at an appropriate scale of 1:10, 1:20, or 1:50,
depending on the complexity of the data and features encountered. All drawings will be
individually identified and cross referenced, contexts enumerated and principal layers and
features annotated with OD level information.
A ‘site location plan’ indicating the site north and based on the current Ordnance Survey
1:1250 map (reproduced with the permission of the Controller of HMSO) will be
prepared. This is to be supplemented by a trench plan at 1:200 (or 1:100), which will
show the location of the areas investigated in relation to the investigation area and
National Grid Reference. The location of the OS bench marks used and the site TBM will
also be indicated.
The OD height of all principal strata and features will be calculated and indicated on the
appropriate plans and sections.
Photography of all relevant phases and features should be undertaken with digital formats.
General working photographs to be taken during the duration of the archaeological works,
to provide illustrative material covering the wider aspects of the archaeological work
undertaken. A copy of the digital photographs should be made available to the curatorial
body, with the production of the technical archaeological report along with photographs
generated by a range of aerial photographs.
All finds to be recorded by context. Significant “small finds” located within three
dimensions to the nearest 10mm and bagged and labelled separately, numbered and a
simple description made so that they can be identified within the assemblage.
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A one week recording period will be allowed for professional archaeological staff at the
end of the community project to finalise recording and excavation.
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3. Archaeological & Historical Background
3.1 Historical Background
The following historical background is based upon cartographic evidence and
documentary research undertaken as part of the Dig Greater Manchester, pilot project
completed in 2009 (Arrowsmith 2009). (Figures 22 – 26)
Medieval Radcliffe
Since the Industrial Revolution the town of Radcliffe has been centred on its bridge across
the River Irwell. The original historic core of Radcliffe, however, lies c1.5km to the east
of that point. It is sited within a great bend in the river, on the opposite bank of which is
the ‘red cliff’ which gave Radcliffe its name. This area still retains three buildings of
historical importance: the remains of Radcliffe Tower, a Scheduled Ancient Monument;
the parish church of St Mary, a Grade I Listed Building; and the tithe barn on Tithe Barn
Street, a Grade II Listed Building.
Radcliffe Tower formed part of the manor house of the de Radcliffe’s, one of the most
important families in medieval Lancashire. Originally the tower was probably three
storeys in height but now only the ground floor and part of the first floor remain. Its
construction is generally linked with a ‘licence to crenellate’ (ie to fortify) granted by
Henry IV to James de Radcliffe in 1403 (Arrowsmith 1995). When built it abutted a
timber-framed great hall, the outline of which is preserved in the tower’s western
elevation. The ground floor of the tower contains the remains of three great fireplaces and
probably served as a kitchen. To the west of the great hall was a further timber-framed
wing, which is shown on early illustrations and was partly uncovered during excavations
by the Bury Archaeological Group in 1979-80 (Tyson 1985). This work uncovered a ditch
replaced by a later wall thought to be part of the defences of the tower. On a plan of 1767
the Tower and other buildings are shown within a squarish enclosure which may have
followed the line of these outer defences. In 2007 trial trenching was carried out along the
modern haulage road which crosses the Scheduled Ancient Monument revealing medieval
deposits.
The great hall and west wing were demolished in the early 1830s and some of the
materials were used in the building of neighbouring cottages. According to Samuel
Bamford, these comprised ‘nine or ten’ cottages situated ‘eight or ten yards’ away from
the hall, which were built for the workforce of Mrs Bealey and Sons, bleachers. Bamford
added that ‘It is understood that the Earl of Wilton, to whom the place belonged, sold the
materials to the above parties, and rented the land to them’ (Bamford 1840, 172, 285-6.).
From Bamford’s description these cottages can be identified with the row of ten workers’
houses which stood on Tower Street to the west of the tower.
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The present parish church of St Mary, to the east of Radcliffe Tower, appears to have
been originally built in the 'decorated' style of the 14th century but was much restored and
altered in the late 19th century (Hartwell, Hyde & Pevsner 2004, 571-2). The tithe barn, to
the north of Radcliffe Tower, is probably 17th-century in date ((Hartwell, Hyde & Pevsner
2004, 573).
Industrial Radcliffe
In the 18th century the Bealey family established a bleach works at this ancient settlement.
The family originally came from Rostherne in Cheshire and may already have been
engaged in the bleaching trade before their arrival in Radcliffe, where they leased land in
1750. Water for their works was drawn from the Irwell, and cloth was originally bleached
by being spread out in the fields. In the 1790s the business was expanded by Joseph
Bealey who invested in new millraces and tunnels and operated eight waterwheels at the
Radcliffe works. From 1791 the firm was also manufacturing sulphuric acid for use in the
new chemical bleaching industry. The Radcliffe works continued to be run by the Bealey
family during the 19th century, and from the 1900s formed part of the Bleachers’
Association (Sykes 1925, 70-3.).
The Bealeys lived at Radcliffe Close, a mansion set in its own grounds between the
bleach works and parish church. The census of 1841 shows this as the home of Mary
Bealey. She had taken over the business after the death of her husband Adam Bealey in
1821, and continued to run it for many years with her two sons, under the name of Mary
Bealey & Sons. From 1850 the works were under the sole control of her younger son,
Richard. He is listed at Radcliffe Close in the census of 1851 and was still listed as a
bleacher, aged 80, at The Close in the census of 1891. He died in 1896. The census entry
for Radcliffe Close in 1871 describes him as a bleacher and manufacturing chemist,
employing a workforce of 426 in that business, along with 16 farm labourers (1841 census;
1851 census; 1871 census; 1891 census.). In the early 20th century The Close was
presented by the Bleachers’ Association to Radcliffe UDC for use as a child welfare
centre and the grounds were converted to a public park (Sykes 1925, 72-3). The house
was later used as a museum, and an ambulance centre, before being demolished in 1969
(Radcliffe Local History Society 1977, 31).
Radcliffe Close was a grand two-storey house built in the late 18th or early 19th century.
Its front elevation lay on the north and included a porticoed entrance. The south elevation
was distinguished by a large three-sided bay. Set against this and the western elevations
were covered walkways, perhaps added in the 19th century. From the south elevation by
the late 19th century a path led into the grounds, crossing the millrace known as Bealey’s
Cut, and terminating at a stone fountain. The fountain is still there and the path has been
retained within the public park and extended across the site of Radcliffe Close. In the
1840s there was a large ancillary building to the north-west of the house. This building
and a smaller building to its south had both been removed by 1890.
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On the west side of Radcliffe’s historic core was a second large industrial complex. This
began in about the late 18th century as a smallware manufactory, and was taken over by
the firm of Shaw, Docker and Yates for use as a calico-printing works. Their business
failed in about 1808, allegedly as the result of a legal action with the Bealeys, but the print
works were continued by the firm of Hodson and Quarle and later by Horrox and Sons
(Graham 1846, 415-6; Baines 1825). In about 1830 the print works were acquired by the
firm of Hutchinsons, who in 1860 founded the East Lancashire Paper Mill on an adjoining
green-field site (Pigot 1828; OAN 2004, 10).
Industrial Housing
The establishment and growth of industrial works in the area of Radcliffe’s historic core
was accompanied by the construction of houses for the local workforce. Edwin
Butterworth in 1883 wrote that the ancient manor house of Radcliffe Tower was ‘nearly
surrounded by the humble cottages of labouring artisans except on the s. side’
(Butterworth 1833, 14-15). In the close vicinity of the tower, in addition to the row
erected by the Bealeys on Tower Street, such housing included Church Row. This lay to
the north of the tower and comprised a terrace of seven, two-storey, two-up two-down
houses. Census returns of the mid-19th century show that these were mostly occupied by
calico printers (Table 1), who were presumably employed at the neighbouring works
operated by Hutchinsons.
Table 1: Church Row, Radcliffe, heads of households in the census returns of 1841-1861

1841
James Bogle, calico printer
Samuel Lord, calico printer

1851
James Bogle, calico printer
James Barlow, finisher

1861
James Bogle, calico printer
John Jones, engine fitter &
millwright
Henry Grundy, printer
Nancy Preston, laundress
Nancy Preston, cotton printer
Thomas Lord, calico printer
Thomas Bowker, block Ann
Wallwork,
retired
printer
publican
William Gee, calico printer
William Gee, block printer
William Gee, block printer
Charles
Copestake, Alexander Lever, engine John Fielding, chemist
watchman
driver
Henry
Radcliffe,
calico Katharine
Boardman, Mary Emerson, laundress
printer
proprietor houses

3.2 Archaeological Background
The site of Radcliffe Tower has been the subject of historical interest for a long period of
time. It has been excavated at various points since 1979 and has been subject to other
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archaeological investigations more recently. A brief list of the previous investigations
including principal investigators, organisations, location and date can be seen below:

Date

Principle
Investigator

Organisation and
Project

Location of
Investigations

Results

1979 - 1980

Norman Tyson

(Bury Archaeological
Group)

Multiple trenches to
north and east of the
Tower

Identified four main phases of
activity: rubble foundations and
ditch of Medieval date, post 1403
construction of the Tower and
associated hall, timber-framed
construction phase 1500-1730 and
reuse of buildings as a farm and
eventual demolition phase 17301840. Report ‘Excavations at
Radcliffe
Tower
1979-80’
(Norman Tyson)

March 2007

F A Bruton
R Hamnett

Oxford Archaeology
North

Three trenches Along
the modern haulage
road to the west of the
Tower

Evidence uncovered of a metalled
surface, hearth and foundations
associated with the post 1403
phase of the site.
Unpublished report ‘Radcliffe
Tower,
Radcliffe,
Greater
Manchester’ (Vix Hughes)

July 2012

Brian Grimsditch

Centre for Applied
Archaeology,
University of Salford
Dig Greater
Manchester Project

Two trenches located
outside of the
scheduled area to the
north-east of St
Mary’s Church (1)
and to the north of
Radcliffe Tower (2).

Geophysical Survey
of the scheduled area.

Trench 1 revealed the truncated
remains of Close House. The
home of the Bealey family
constructed during the early 18th
century,
Trench 2 to the north of Radcliffe
Tower primarily investigating the
19th century housing of Church
Row.
Evidence of earlier
foundations truncated by 19th
century construction revealed.
(Cattell, 2013)
Geophysical (Earth Resistance)
survey within the scheduled area.
Survey was inconclusive due to
heavy precipitation prior to the
survey but tentative anomalies
revealed. (Grimsditch 2013)

September
2012

Matthew Bishop

Centre for Applied
Archaeology,
University of Salford

Radcliffe Tower

3D laser scan of the derelict
Tower remains (Bishop 2013)

October &
November
2014

Brian Grimsditch
Vicky Nash

Centre for Applied
Archaeology,
University of Salford

Nine trenches inside
and around the
Radcliffe Tower
Scheduled Area

Excavations identified three main
phases of activity: rubble and
stone block foundations relating
to
medieval
hall,
stone
foundations and cobbled surface

Radcliffe Heritage
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relating to hall’s reuse as a farm
during the 16th to 18th centuries
and brick built foundations and
cobbled surfaces relating to 19th
century workers housing. (Cattell
2014)

Project

October
2013 to
April 2014

Dr Make Nevell

Centre for Applied
Archaeology,
University of Salford
Radcliffe Heritage
Project

Radcliffe Tower

Architectural
history
and
archaeological
analysis
of
Radcliffe Tower. Works part of
an HLF funded Radcliffe Heritage
Project, looking at the Radcliffe
Historic Core (Nevell, 2014).
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4. Archaeological Descriptions
4.1 Introduction
In this report, all fills, layers and structural features are in rounded brackets (***) and cuts
are in square brackets [***]. Features will be named and denoted by their principal cut
number (see Appendix 2 for a list of contexts). All trenches are located within the
Radcliffe Tower Scheduled Area.
4.2 Trench Descriptions
Test Pit 1 - (Figures 27, 28 & 29).
TP1 was located along the northern half of Radcliffe Tower’s western elevation. TP1 was
‘L’ shaped in plan, measuring 2.50m x1.80m. The aim of this test pit was to expose any
remains relating to the medieval timber hall which was attached to Radcliffe Tower
western elevation.

Figure 1: General shot of Test Pit 1, looking N.

Figure 2: Features (020) & (060), within SE
corner of Test Pit 1, looking E.
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TP1 was covered by a thin layer of vegetation and loamy topsoil (044), c 0.02m in depth.
Directly beneath (061) was a layer of light greyish brown gravel (002), c 0.05m in depth,
which sealed a layer of mid yellowish brown, sandy gravel (003), c 0.05m in depth.
Beneath (003) was a black ashy, coal tip deposit (004), c 0.03m in depth which overlay a
light greyish brown silty deposit (005), containing frequent inclusions of small sub
angular stones < 0.03m. Deposits (002), (003), (004) and (005) all continued beyond the
northern, eastern, southern and western baulks of TP1.
Within the western half of TP1, below (005) was a dark reddish brown sandy clay deposit
(010), c 0.20m in depth with frequent inclusions of broken brick, stone and corroded
metal which covered the western half of TP1, continuing beyond the northern and western
baulks. Directly beneath (010) was a light yellowish brown sandy gravel, river wash
deposit (013) which formed the limit of excavation within TP1. The only exception to this
was within the south-western corner of the test pit where below (005) a layer of broken
sandstone flags (021) where encountered below which was a deposit of fine mid brown
sand (014), with inclusions of charcoal. Both (021) and (014) continued beyond the
southern and western baulks of TP1 and the full depth of (014) could not be established as
it continued below the limit of excavation.
Truncating (013) along the western edge of TP1 was a roughly circular cut [015] roughly
0.40m in diameter, c0.15m in depth which contained a single fill (016) of dark greyish
brown silty sand with frequent inclusions of sub-rounded stones <0.05m. Approximately
0.60m to the north of [015] was a second circular cut [022] which measured c0.50m in
diameter and appeared to be c0.60m in depth truncating (002), (003), (004), (005), (010)
and (013). Cut [022] appeared to contain a single fill of a dark greyish black cinder
deposit with frequent inclusions of broken brick and stone.
Beneath (005) abutting the western elevation of the Tower was a stone projection (020),
c0.45m wide and 0.30m in depth, and was constructed from regular coursed, red
sandstone blocks of varying size. The full length of (020) could not be ascertained as it
continued beyond the northern and southern baulks of TP1. Directly beneath (020) was a
second stone projection (060) c0.45m in width, c0.35m in depth, the full length of (060)
could not be gleaned as it continued to run beyond the southern baulk of TP1. (060)was
constructed from two courses of red sandstone blocks, the lower course was constructed
from three large square stones c0.60m x 0.45m, whilst the upper course was comprised of
smaller varying sized blocks <0.30m. Truncating (013) and surrounding (060) was a
linear cut [018] aligned north/south which appeared to continue beyond the southern and
eastern baulks of the test pit. The cut measured approximately 0.75m in depth and
contained a single fill (019) off a dark greyish brown silty sand deposit with frequent
inclusions of small sub-rounded stones <0.06m.
Test Pit 2 – (Figures 27, 30 & 31).
TP2 was located along the Radcliffe Tower’s western elevation, to the south of TP1. The
test pit was rectangular in plan, measuring 2.30m x1.55m. As in TP1 the aim of this test
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pit was to expose any remains relating to the medieval timber hall which was attached to
Radcliffe Tower western elevation.

Figure 3: General shot of Test Pit 2, showing surface brick and cobble surface (006),
(007) & (009), looking S.

TP2 was covered by a thin layer of vegetation and loamy topsoil (061), below which were
deposits (002), (003), (004) and (005), as described in TP1. Directly below (005) within
the eastern half of TP2 was an irregularly laid brick floor surface (006) comprised of both
handmade (0.24m x 0.12m x 0.08m) and machine made (023m x 0.11m x 0.07m) bricks.
The full extent of (006) could not be ascertained as it continued beyond the northern,
southern and eastern baulks of the test pit. Within the eastern half of (006) was a patch of
sub-rounded cobbles (007) which measured c0.60m x 0.40m and abutting the western
edge of (006) were two large sandstone blocks (009) measuring 0.38m x 0.28m and
0.43m x 0.20m. To the immediate west of (006), also beneath (005) was a dark reddish
brown sandy clay deposit (010), c 0.20m in depth with frequent inclusions of corroded
metal and broken bricks. (010) continued beyond northern, southern & western baulks of
Test Pit 2.
Within the south-eastern corner of TP2, a small slot c 1.20m x 1.00m was excavated and
beneath (006), (007), (009) and (010) a dark blackish brown sandy silt deposit (011), c
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0.15m in depth, was uncovered which contained frequent inclusions of small sub-angular
stones < 0.06m along with 19th century pottery and glass. Underlying (011) was a dark
orange/brown silty clay deposit (012), c 0.35m in depth and contained frequent inclusions
of small sub-angular stones <0.10m. Directly beneath (012) was a sandy gravel, river
wash deposit (013). Within deposits (011) and (012), along the eastern edge of the test pit
was a stone projection (008), c 0.40m wide, which sat on (013) and abutted the western
elevation of the Tower. (008) was constructed from regular coursed, red sandstone blocks
of varying size <0.60m and measured c 0.80m in depth. The (008) full length of (008)
could not be ascertained as it continued beyond the northern and southern baulks of TP2.

Figure 4: Detail of slot at S end of Test Pit 2 which contained stone foundation (008)
for Tower, looking E.

Trench 10 – (Figures 27 & 32).
Trench 10 was located c18.00m to the west of Radcliffe Tower. The trench was square in
plan and measured c9.00m x 9.00m. The aim of this trench was to identify and assess the
extent of probable medieval remains (180) and (228) relating to Radcliffe Hall which
were discovered in the western extremity of Trench 6 during the Radcliffe Heritage
Project (RHP13) excavation in October 2013 (Cattell: 2014).
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Figure 5: General shot of Trench 10, looking SE.

Trench 10 was covered by a layer of dark blackish brown loamy topsoil (001), c0.20m
thick, with frequent inclusions of tree roots and vegetation. The only exception to this was
along the eastern edge of the trench were the RHP13 excavation had truncated the topsoil
and left a dark blackish brown silty backfill deposit (062), with a maximum depth of
c1.00m.

Below (001) along the northern edge of Trench 10 was layer of mid yellow brown sand
(025). The full extent of (025) could not be ascertained as it continued beyond the
northern baulk of the trench and below wall (024). Along its southern extremity (025)
appeared to be truncated by a loose mid-greyish brown silt deposit (033). Within the
western half of (025) a linear cut [031], aligned north-east/south-west was identified. The
cut measured 0.22m in width and ran the entire length of the trench continuing beyond
both the northern and southern baulks. Cut [031] contained a single fill of a black gritty
coal tip deposit and a lead water pipe at its centre, which measured c0.05m in diameter
(032).
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Figure 6: N side of Trench 10, showing deposit
(062) in the foreground and (025) to the rear,
looking W.

Figure 7: N side of Trench 10 showing cut [031],
looking E.

Along the western edge of Trench 10, below (001) a dark brownish black, compacted silty
deposit (026) was uncovered, which contained frequent inclusions of broken brick, stone,
mortar and 20th century ceramics, glass and metal. The full extent of (026) could not be
established as it continued beyond the northern, southern and western baulks of the
trench. Approximately 1.20m from the western baulk of the trench, was a series of three
connecting brick walls (024), (027) and (028). Each of the walls were aligned north/south
and constructed from handmade red bricks (0.24m x 0.12m x 0.08m). Wall (024)
measured c2.45m in length (continuing beyond the northern baulk) and survived to 2
courses in height, the lower comprised of a single row of bricks in Header bond, the upper
a single row of bricks laid in Stretcher bond. Abutting the southern end of (024) was a
second wall (027), constructed in a mixed bond which was 2 courses wide and was 11
courses in depth. Abutting the western side of (027) were two brick projections (029),
c0.54m in length and 2 brick courses in width. Abutting the southern end of (027) was a
third wall (028), which measured c1.30m and was of the same construction and survival
as (024).
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Figure 8: Shot of wall (024) within W side of Trench 10, looking W.

Figure 9: Shot of wall (027) within W side of Trench 10, looking W.
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Figure 10: Shot of projections along W face of wall (027), looking E.

Along the southern edge of Trench 10, below (026) the remains of a cobbled surface
(030), roughly square in plan was identified. The surface abutted the eastern face of wall
(028) and continued beyond the southern baulk of the trench. The exposed area of cobbled
measured c2.90m x 2.90m and was comprised of small sub-rounded cobbles <0.06m.
Directly beneath (030) a cinder deposit (040), c0.10m in depth was revealed which
overlaid a mid-yellowish grey sand deposit (041), c0.07m in depth. Below (041) a deposit
of mid-grey, silty sand (042), c 0.06m in depth with frequent inclusions of charcoal, was
identified and below this was a layer of dark greyish brown silty clay (043), which
contained infrequent inclusions of possible late medieval pottery. (043) represented the
limit of exaction within this area of trench 10.
To the immediate east of (030) the stratigraphy of the eastern half of Trench 10, southern
edge changed. Below (001), a dark blackish brown silty deposit (066), c0.15m in depth
was identified. Beneath (066) was a thin layer of brick rubble (067), c0.10m in depth
which overlay a deposit of loose mid-greyish brown silt deposit (033), c0.40m in depth
which contained frequent inclusions of mortar, brick rubble and 19th and 20th century
pottery and glass. Below (033) was a mid-pinkish brown, sandy clay deposit (034) which
contained infrequent inclusions of pottery (possibly late medieval). (034) measured 4.60m
x 2.40m, however its full extent of could not be established as it continued beyond the
southern and eastern baulks of the trench.
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Abutting the northern edge of (034) a linear spread (064) of sub-angular red sandstones
<0.20m was identified. (064) ran in a westerly direction for c5.40m from the eastern baulk
of the trench and measured <0.35m in width. Abutting the southern side of (064), within
(034) and (043) was a spread of sub-angular red and yellow sandstones (050), <0.10m,
which measured 1.80m x 1.20m and continued beyond the southern baulk of the trench.
Abutting the north-east corner of (050) was a patch of black cinder material (065),
measuring c1.15m x 0.80m x 0.03m which overlaid a lense of mid greyish brown clay
(063). Approximately 0.90m south of (063) , again within (034) was a small patch of subangular red sandstones (051), c0.55m x 0.40m which was abutted to the north by a small
patch of mixed pink and white, lime mortar (052), c0.35m x 0.26m.

Figure 11: Shot of projections
along W face of wall (027),
looking E.

Approximately 2.00m north-east of (051), abutting the north side of (064) was a linear
depression aligned north/south which had been partially truncated to the east by the
RHP13 excavations and to the west by deposit (033). The depression measured c2.70m x
1.70m x 0.25m and had gently sloping sides and a flat base. Within the depression was a
mid-greyish brown silty clay deposit (068), below which was a linear spread of subangular red sandstones and cobbles (047), c2.30m x 0.50m which sat on a natural deposit
of light orange brown clayey sand (046), which appeared to continue southwards below
(034). Abutting the west side of (047), cutting (046) a rectangular cut [048], c0.40m x
0.32m was identified which contained a dark greyish black fill (049) comprised of loose
gritty coal tip material.
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Figure 12: Shot of features (050), (051), (052) & (065), looking W.

Figure 13: Shot of features (046), (047) and [048] looking N.
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The eastern edge of Trench 10 had been subject to previous excavation and was occupied
by the back fill (062) of the western end of Trench 6 from the RHP13 excavation which
truncated (025) to the north and (034) to the south. Within the centre of Trench 10,
between wall (027) and the remains of RHP13 Trench 6, a roughly rectangular slot
measuring 7.80m in length and c4.60m in width was excavated to a maximum depth of
c1.00m. The eastern end of the slot had been previously excavated during the RHP13
excavation and was filled by (062) which sat above (025). The remainder of the slot was
filled by deposit (033).

Figure 14: Shot of central slot within Trench 10, looking W.

Within the southern edge of the slot, below (062) and (033) were the remains of a rubble
core (037), aligned north-east/south west which realigned east/west towards the western
end of the slot. (037) was constructed from varying size, sub-angular, red sandstones
<0.30m which were mortared together with a soft brownish white shell mortar. Core (037)
survived to 0.50m in height and measured c0.50m in width and c 4.80m in length. The
western end of (037) had been truncated by deposit (033). Abutting the north face of
(037) was a row of red sandstone blocks (053), c0.60m x 0.30m x 0.20m which survived
to 2 courses in height along the western half of (053). The excavated length of (053) was
c3.40m however the feature was truncated at its western end by wall (027).
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Figure 15: Shot of features eastern half of central slot, showing walls
(037), (038), (053) and (054), looking E.

Along the northern edge of the slot c1.28m north of (053) a second rubble core (038) was
uncovered, which appeared to be capped by (025) and (033). As with (037), core (038)
was aligned north-east/south west which realigned east/west towards the western end of
the slot. Core (038) was of the same construction as (037) and survived to a height of
0.10m at its eastern end which rose to c0.48m at its western end. (038) measured c6.90m
in length and was truncated at its western end by wall (027). Abutting the south face of
(038) was a broken row of red sandstone blocks (054), of varying size which survived to 2
courses in height at the western end of (054).
At the western end of the slot, truncating (033) was a linear cut [069] aligned roughly
north/south, which varied in width <1.00m and continued beyond the northern and
southern baulks of the slot truncating (043) to the south and (025) to the north. [069] was
filled by a black cinder deposit (045) which contained frequent inclusions of broken brick,
stone and 19th century ceramics and glass. Within (045) were two ceramic drain pipes
(057), c0.20m in diameter one truncated wall (027) and the other continued beyond the
northern and southern baulks of the slot. Below (043) in the south-west corner of the slot
was a small area of stone rubble (059), c1.10m x 1.00m, which was comprised of blocks
of red and yellow sandstones amongst which was a corner stone, c0.40m x 0.25m with
linear carvings.
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Figure 16: Shot of cut [069] containing deposit (045) and drainpipes (057), looking S.

Figure 17: Shot of stone rubble
(059) in SW corner of slot.
Also shown are wall (027),
drain pipes (057) and the rubble
core (038) of the N wall,
looking N.

of features (050), (051), (052)
& (065), looking N.
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Below (059) and (033) a thin layer of yellow brown clay (036), c0.10m in depth was
identified which sealed a stone flag surface (039). Surface (039) measured c2.60m x
1.25m and abutted wall (053) to the south, (054) to the north and continued westwards
below wall (027). (039) was constructed from red sandstone flags of varying size, c0.10m
thick.

Figure 18: Shot of stone surface (039) and facing stones (053) & (054) which
form possible doorway, looking W.

Below (037), (038), (039), (053) and (054) was a second stone flagged surface (055)
which measured c1.35m x 0.80m, however the full extent of this surface could not be
ascertained as it continued beyond the northern and western baulks of the slot. (055) was
constructed from red sandstone flags of varying size, however these were smaller than
those used in the construction of (039). Abutting the east side of (055) was a single row of
five, red sandstone blocks (056), c0.30, x 0.40m which abutted (038) to the north and
(053) to the south. Running below (055) and (056) was a natural sandy gravel, river wash
deposit (013) which appeared to continue beyond the northern and southern baulks of the
trench.
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Figure 19: Shot of floor surfaces (039) & (055) and possible wall (056), looking S.

Figure 20: Shot of possible wall (056), looking E.
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5. Archaeological Discussion
5.1 Archaeological Discussion
Test Pit 1
Excavation in TP1, revealed a series of gravel deposits (002), (003) and (004) which
appeared to form the remains of a gravel footpath which appeared on photographs of the
site from the late 20th century. Beneath (004) was a loose grey gravel deposit (005) which
appeared to seal all archaeological features within TP1 and this is likely a levelling
deposit for the construction of the aforementioned footpath.
Underlying (005), two sandy deposits (010) and (014) were identified above which were
the partial remains of a possible stone flagged surface (021).All three deposits appeared to
seal cuts [015] and [018] and the presence of 19th century pottery within (010) suggests
they were re-deposited during the Tower Farm occupation of the site. Within the northwest corner of TP1
Directly beneath (010) was a river wash gravel deposit (013) which represented the
natural geology of the site. Truncating (013) were three cuts; [015], [018] and [022]. Both
cuts [015] and [018] were sealed by (010) and (014), suggesting they may have predated
the Tower Farm occupation of the site. The full extent of cut [015] could not be
ascertained as it continued beyond the western baulk of TP1 and as such it was not
possible to interpret this feature. Cut [018] was linear in plan and occupied the eastern
half of TP1. Within [018] two stone projections (020) and (060) were identified along
with a greyish brown silty deposit (019). Feature (020) appeared to form the foundation
plinth which supported the Towers western elevation, and projecting westwards from
(020) was (060) which possibly represented the remains of a post pad which supported the
northern wall of the medieval timber hall which once abutted the Towers western
elevation .It is also worth noting that cut [015] was in line with (060) and may be
connected? In contrast to cuts [015] and [018] cut [022], appeared to truncate deposits
relating to the late 20th century foot path which surrounded the tower (002), (003), (004),
(005), (010) and (013) suggesting this was a modern feature with no archaeological
significance.

Test Pit 2
As in TP1 excavations within TP2 revealed a series of gravel deposits (002), (003) and
(004) which appeared to form the remains of a gravel footpath which appeared on
photographs of the site from the late 20th century. Beneath (004) was a loose grey gravel
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deposit (005) which appeared to seal all archaeological features within TP2 and this is
likely a levelling deposit for the construction of the aforementioned footpath.
Beneath (005) a roughly constructed brick (006), cobble (007) and stone (009) floor
surface was encountered which was abutted by a dark reddish brown sandy clay deposit
(010). The use of handmade and machine made bricks within (006) and the discovery of
20th century pottery fragments within (010) suggest these deposits were associated with
Tower Farm. Historic mapping and photographs indicate that these deposits may be
associated with the timber enclosure and shippon structure, which were erected to the
west of the Tower between the 1893 and 1909 OS surveys (Figure 24).
Beneath deposits (006), (007), (009) and (010) was deposit (011). Given the presence of
19th century pottery within this deposit it is likely that it again relates to Tower Farm,
possibly predating the construction of the aforementioned enclosure and shippon.
Underlying (011), was deposit (012), within which sat a stone projection (008) which
appeared to form the foundation plinth which supported the Towers western elevation.
Both (012) and (008) sat on deposit (013) which represented the natural geology of the
site.

Trench 10
Excavations within Trench 10 revealed a dark blackish brown, silty deposit (062), along
the eastern edge of the trench. This deposit formed the backfill of Trench 6, which had
been excavated during the community excavations of October and November 2013
(RHP13).
Along the northern edge of Trench 10 a layer of mid yellow brown sand (025) was
encountered. This deposit appeared to overlie the structural remains relating to the
medieval hall whilst being truncated by later 19th and 20th century deposits associated
with the Tower Street housing and Tower Farm out buildings. This would suggest that
(025) was a re-deposited layer, introduced to the site at some point after the clearance of
the hall, but before the construction of Tower Street.
Excavations within the western side of Trench 10 revealed a series of three connecting
walls (024), (027) & (028), aligned north/south. Cartographic sources confirm that these
walls formed part of the wall which enclosed the rear yards of the houses along Tower
Street (Figure 24). Sections of this wall were also excavated within Trench 8 of the 2013
excavations and they revealed a series of rectangular brick projections along the western
side of the wall which housed tippler toilets. It is therefore likely that wall (027),
projections (029) and the ceramic drainpipes (057) represent a further set of these toilets.
Along the southern edge of Trench 10, abutting wall (028) the remains of a cobbled
surface (030) was identified. Cartographic sources from the early 20th century suggest this
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surface belonged to an enclosed yard which abutted the large Tower Farm Shippon
structure to the immediate east of Tower Street (Figure 24).It is therefore likely that
deposits (040), (041) and (042) form part of the construction for this yard surface.
Beneath (030) excavations revealed a deposit of dark greyish brown silty material (043)
and a layer of greyish brown sandy clay (034) both of which contained sherds of late
medieval pottery (15th & 16th century). Situated between these deposits was a spread of
tightly packed stones (050) and running along the northern edge of these deposits was a
second linear spread of stones (064). The Old Weir Survey of c1790 suggests that this
area of the trench lay outside of the medieval hall and as such these deposits may form the
remains of the rubble core for the southern wall of the hall (064), along with the remains
of the garden soils (043) and (034) and possible garden footpath (050), (Figure 22).
Within the south-east quadrant of the trench a layer of light orange clayey sand (046) was
identified running below deposit (034). No dating evidence was recorded from this
deposit however its stratigraphical relationship to (034) it is likely that this deposit formed
part of the natural drift geology of the site.
Within (046) a linear depression was identified which contained a mid-greyish brown
silty clay deposit (068) containing a single sherd of late medieval green glazed pottery
which sealed a linear spread of sub-angular red sandstones and cobbles (047). Deposit
(068) appeared formed a continuation of deposit (178) which was uncovered within
Trench 6 during the RHP13 excavations. The Old Weir Survey of c1790 suggests that
this area of the trench lay within the footprint of the hall (Figure 22). It could therefore be
suggested that deposit (046) represents an early occupation layer associated with the hall
which was sealed by a later phase of medieval activity (068) and (178).
Within the centre of Trench 10 a large deposit of loose mortar and rubble material (033),
was uncovered which contained late 19th and 20th century pottery and glass. This deposit
appeared to truncate (025), (034) and (043) and overlie all of the archaeological deposits
within the central slot (037), (038), (039), (053), (054), (055) and (058). The Earl of
Wiltons Settled Estate Papers (GMCRO) contains a copy of a letter dated 3rd December
1941, from the estate trustee’s agent Mr Turner to a John Dickinson & Co of Bolton
which discusses the demolition of numbers 3 to 17 Tower Street. The letter discusses the
removal of the old mortar and rubbish which has been left on the site after the demolition
works. The letter suggests that this material could be deposited at the Red Bank Tip.
However it is likely that some of this material was buried on site and (033) may represent
the contents of a pit which was dug to dispose of some of the aforementioned demolition
material.
Within the centre of Trench 10 a large slot was excavated within deposit (033). The slot
revealed the truncated remains of two substantial red sandstone walls (037 & 053) and
(038 & 054, below which were the remains of two red sandstone flag floor surfaces (039)
and (055). The walls were set approximately 1.28m apart suggesting they formed a
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narrow internal corridor. At the eastern end of the slot abutting (055) a possible third wall
(056) was also uncovered. The Old Weir Survey of c1790 suggests that this area of the
trench lay within the footprint of the hall, specifically the south-west corner of the
structure (Figure 22). It could therefore be suggested that these deposits formed part of
the internal structure of the medieval hall.
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6. Conclusions
6.1 Archaeological Conclusion
The excavation of Test Pits 1 & 2 and Trench 10 have produced significant archaeological
remains relating to the medieval Hall and Tower at Radcliffe. By comparing the results of
both the 2013 and 2014 Radcliffe Heritage Project excavations with documentary
research it has been possible to further explain the development of the study area from its
medieval origins through to the present day. Furthermore by overlaying the
aforementioned information onto historic mapping it is possible to determine how the
archaeological remains fit within the medieval layout of the Hall and Tower and where
further remains may be encountered (Figures 34 & 35).
Test Pits 1 and 2 revealed the remains of the foundation plinth (008 & 020) for the
Towers western elevation. Within Test Pit 1 a possible post pad (060) was found
projecting out from the foundation plinth and the overlay plan suggests this was a footing
for the northern wall of the timber frame wing, formerly attached to the western elevation
of the Tower (Figures 22 & 34). Previous study has suggested that the Tower pre-dated
the timber wing however the remains revealed in TP1 confirm that both the Tower
foundation plinth (008) & (020) and hall post pad (060) were contemporary suggesting
that the Tower and timber wing were constructed at the same time.
The archaeological remains revealed within Trench 10 revealed five distinct phases of
activity.
Phase 1: The stone flag floors (039), (058) & (058) and rubble core walls (037), (038),
(053) & (054) identified within Trench 10 appear to form the remains of a narrow corridor
or passage way located within the south-west corner of the hall (Figure 34). The overlay
plan suggests that the remains of the corridor/passageway continued westwards towards
the halls western elevation which may suggest the presence of an entrance way just
beyond the western confines of Trench 10.
Phase 2: Along the southern edge of Trench 10, two soil deposits (034) and (043) were
identified along with the remains of a stone surface (050). Within these remains several
sherds of 15th & 16th century pottery were recovered which suggest these deposits
belonged to the late medieval occupation of the hall (post Tower). Within the south-west
corner of the trenches central slot, deposit (043) was found to overly a deposit of stone
rubble which sealed flagged floor (039). This could suggest that the remains of the
internal corridor discussed above may have belonged to an earlier phase of occupation,
possibly early medieval hall which occupied the site before the construction of the Tower
in the early 15th century. However it must be noted that the truncation of deposits (034)
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and (043) by the 20th century mortar pit (033) meant that it was not possible to fully
understand the relationship between these deposits and the structural remains of the hall.
Phase 3: Along the northern edge of Trench 10 a re-deposited sand (025) was
encountered. This deposit appeared to overlie the structural remains relating to the
medieval hall whilst being truncated by later 19th and 20th century deposits associated
with the Tower Street housing and Tower Farm out buildings. It is known from
documentary research that during the late 18th century the Hall lay in a ruinous condition
and the then owner Lord Wilton allowed the stone to be used in the construction of the
workers cottages on Tower Street (Nicholls, 1910: 51). As deposit (025) was only
encountered within the footprint of the hall it could be suggested that this deposit
represents a levelling layer, introduced to the site after the clearance of the hall.
Phase 4: Along the western edge of Trench 10 the remains of the enclosure wall of the
rear yards of Tower Street (024), (027) & (028) along with a possible set of tippler toilets
(029) & (057) were identified (Figures 34 & 35). These remains appeared to have been
constructed directly on top of the stone remains of the medieval hall (037), (038), (039),
(053), (054), (055) and (056). Documentary research has revealed that during the late 18th
century members of the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian society visited the ruins of
the Hall and found that the front walls of the cottages on Tower Street had been
constructed on the foundations of the western end of the hall (Nicholls, 1910: 43). This
suggests that further remains of the medieval hall may survive within the north-west
corner of the study area, beneath the remains of the Tower Street cottages and yards.
Phase 5: Within the centre of Trench 10, a mortar and rubble deposit (033) was identified
which truncated deposits (025), (034) and (043). The Earl of Wiltons Settled Estate
Papers (GMCRO) confirm that this deposit was most likely the contents of a rubble pit,
dug as the result of site clearance after the demolition of the cottages on Tower Street
during the mid-20th century. This deposit represents the last phase of activity encountered
within Trench 10.
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7. Archive
The archive comprises of annotated field drawings, site registers and digital photographs.
This archive is currently held by the Centre for Applied Archaeology and a copy of this
report will be forward to Bury Council following the publication of the site report.
A copy of this report will be deposited with the Greater Manchester Sites and Monuments
Record held by the Greater Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service (GMAAS) and
English Heritage.
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Appendix 1: Figures

Figure 21: Location Map of study area
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Figure 22: Plan of Radcliffe, c 1790.
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Figure 23: OS Survey of 1893
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Figure 24: OS Survey of 1922 - 29
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Figure 25: OS Survey of 1957
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Figure 26: Modern OS Survey
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Figure 27: Radcliffe Heritage Project – Trench Location Plan.
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Figures 28 & 29: Plan and Section Drawings for Test Pit 1
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Figures 30 & 31: Plan and Section Drawings for Test Pit 2
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Figure 32: Plan of Trench 10 showing the location of contexts.
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Figure 33: Plan of Trench 10 showing ground levels
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Figure 34: Plan showing RHP13 & RHP14 trenches overlaid on to modern OS survey
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Appendix 2: Context Register
Context

Trench

(001)

TR10

(002)

TP 1 & 2

(003)

TP 1 & 2

(004)

TP 1 & 2

(005)

TP 1 & 2

(006)

TP2

(007)

TP2

(008)

TP2

(009)

TP2

(010)

TP2

(011)

TP2

(012)

TP2

(013)

TP 1 & 2

(014)

TP1

Description
Top Soil. Dark blackish brown loamy deposit with frequent
inclusions of 19th & 20th century ceramics. Back fill from 2013
excavations.
Light greyish brown gravel deposit, c 0.05m in depth. Lies
above
2 (003).
Mid yellowish brown, sandy gravel deposit, c 0.05m in depth.
Lies below (002) and above (004). Remains of 20th century
gravel path which surrounded Radcliffe Tower.
Black ashy, coal tip deposit, c 0.03m in depth. Lies below (003)
and above (005).
Light greyish brown silty deposit, beneath (004). Frequent
inclusions of small sub angular stones < 0.03m. Modern
levelling layer, abutting W. face of the Tower, c 0.15m in depth.
Irregularly laid brick floor surface found within E half of TP2.
Constructed from mixture of HM & MM bricks. Sits below
(005) and above (008) & (011). Excavated length c 2.30m,
excavated width c 1.00m, up to 3 courses in depth. Continues
beyond N & S baulk of TP2.
Sub-rounded cobbled surface abutting W. face of Tower.
Truncated by (006). Cobbles vary in size <0.15m.
Stone foundation for W. elevation of Tower. Regular coursed,
red sandstone blocks of varying size <0.60m. 6 courses in depth,
c 0.80m.
Stone edging abutting W side of (006). Comprised of 2 large
sandstone blocks; red 0.38m x 0.28m & yellow 0.43m x 0.20m.
Dark reddish brown sandy clay deposit abutting W side of (009).
Frequent inclusions of corroded metal and broken bricks.
Continues beyond N, S & W baulk of TP2. C 0.18m in depth,
lies below (004) and above (011).
Dark blackish brown sandy silt deposit below (010), (006) and
(007). C 0.15m in depth. Frequent inclusions of small subangular stones < 0.06m along with 19th & 20th century pottery
and glass. Sits above *(012).
Dark orange/brown silty clay deposit below (011). Sites on
natural (013). Contains frequent inclusions of small sub-angular
stones <0.10m. c0.35m in depth, abuts W elevation of Tower.
Natural brown sandy gravel deposit (river wash). Comprised of
varying size sub-rounded pebbles < 0.15m. Sits below all
archaeological deposits.
Re-deposited fine sand layer found within W half of TP1,
abutting (020). Continues beyond W and S baulk of TP1. Sits
below (005) and (010) and above (013) and [018]. C 0.85m
excavated width, 0.37m in depth. Contains infrequent inclusions
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[015]

TP1

(016)

TP1

(017)

TP1

[018]

TP1

(019)

TP1

(020)

TP1

(021)

TP1

[022]

TP1

(023)

TP2

(024)

TR10

(025)

TR10

(026)

TR10

(027)

TR10

(028)

TR10

(029)

TR10

(030)

TR10

of charcoal.
Circular cut projecting from W. baulk of TP1. c 0.22m x 0.20m,
filled by (016) – unexcavated.
Fill of [015]. Dark greyish brown silty sand deposit with
frequent inclusions of small sub-rounded cobbles <0.04m.
Dark clack ashy deposit. Only fill of [022]. Frequent inclusions
of broken brick and stone. C 0.40m in depth.
Linear cut aligned N/S. Runs through centre of TP1. Excavated
width 0.92m, excavated length 2.30m. Continues beyond S
baulk of TP1. Excavated depth 0.60m, sits below (014).
Contains single fill (019). Possible foundation cut for (020).
Only fill of [018]. Dark greyish brown silty sand deposit with
frequent inclusions of sub-rounded stones <0.08m.
Remains of stone plinth along N. end of Tower W. elevation. 2
stone courses deep c 0.30m x 0.50m wide continues beyond E
baulk of trench. C 2.06m length continues beyond S, baulk.
Constructed from red sandstone blocks, regular coursing. Blocks
vary in size from 0.25m to 0.73m. Projects out from Tower W
elevation by 1.00m. Abutted by (060). Same as (008)?
Remains of broken yellow sandstone flags exposed within S &
W baulks of TP1. Sits on (014), below (010). Possible surface,
date unknown.
Circular cut within W. baulk of TP1. 0.80M diameter, c 0.60m
in depth, filled by (019). Sits below (003), cuts (010) and (013)
Light greyish white lime mortar found on surface of 4th course of
Tower foundation (008). c 0.02m thick, continues beyond E & S
baulks.
Remains of brick wall/footing aligned N/S, projecting from N
baulk of TR10. Exc length 2.45m, 2 courses in height – single
line of header bond topped with single course of stretcher. HM
orange bricks (0.24m x 0.12m x 0.07m). Abuts (027) to S, sits
on (026). Forms rear wall of Tower Street yards.
Fine orange/brown sand deposit running along N baulk of TR10.
Sits below (001) & (026) and continues beyond W, N & E
baulks.
Dark blackish/brown demolition deposit below (024) and above
(025). Max depth c0.30m, contains frequent inclusions of broken
brick, mortar, and 19th & 20th century ceramics and glass. Only
found between w baulk of TR10 and rear walls of Tower St
yards (024), (027) & (028). Sits below (001).
Brick wall aligned N/S. Sits between (024) and (028). c 3.50m in
length, 2 courses wide and 11 courses in depth.
Remains of brick plinth similar to (024), abutting S end of (027).
Survives to 2 courses in height, c 1.30m in length.
2 brick projections aligned E/W abutting the W face of (027). 2
courses wide (stretcher bond) and c0.54m in length. Possible
walls for block of tipper toilets.
Cobbled surface abutting E face of (028), within SW corner of
TR10. Constructed from sub-rounded cobbles < 0.10m,
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[031]

TR10

(032)

TR10

(033)

TR10

(034)

TR10

(035)

TR10

(036)

TR10

(037)

TR10

(038)

TR10

(039)

TR10

(040)

TR10

(041)

TR10

(042)

TR10

(043)

TR10

(044)

TP 1& 2

(045)

TR10

(046)

TR10

(047)

TR10

measured 2.90m x 2.90m, continuing beyond S baulk.
Linear cut aligned NE/SW continuing beyond N & S baulk of
TR10.c 0.22m wide, depth unknown but contained lead water
pipe and fill (032). Cuts (025). 19th century?
Only fill of [031]. Black gritty coal tip deposit containing lead
water pipe, c 0.05m diameter.
Spread of loose mid-greyish brown silty sand containing
frequent inclusions of mortar, brick and stone rubble and 19th &
20th century pottery, glass, bone and metal. Sits below backfill
(011). Exc depth 0.70m. Abuts E face of (027). Sits within
centre of TR10, probable demolition deposit from Tower Street
houses.
Mid-grey/pink brown sandy clay deposit abutting S end of (033).
Deposit found along S edge of TR10 and around wall (037). Sits
below (001), (030) & (033). Contains fragments of late medieval
pottery c 15th & 16th century.
Dark yellowish brown sandy clay deposit abutting S side of wall
(037). Sits below (034) and (047).
Deposit of mid yellow/brown clay below (033) and above (039).
No inclusions. Continues below (027).
Remains of red rubble core for wall (053) – mortared. Sits below
(025) and (033). Same as RHP13 (180). Aligned NE/SW before
realigning E/W. See context sheet. Sits along S edge of slot
within centre of TR10.
Remains of red sandstone rubble core for wall (054) – mortared.
Sits below (025) and (033). Same as RHP13 (181). Aligned
E/W. See context sheet. Sits along N edge of slot within centre
of TR10.
Stone flag surface between (038) and (037), within W half of
slot. Sits on (058). Possible threshold for doorway (see context
sheet).
Thin black cinder deposit below cobbled surface (030) in SW
corner of TR10. c 0.10m deep.
Mid yellow/brown sandy deposit below (040). Sits above (042),
measures c0.07m in depth.
Mid greyish brown silty sand deposit, below (041) and above
(043). Frequent inclusions of broken brick and charcoal. C0.05m
deep.
Dark greyish brown silty clay deposit below (042) and above
(050). Contains infrequent inclusions of post med pottery. C
0.10m in depth.
thin layer of vegetation and loamy topsoil (061), c 0.02m in
depth
Lense of black ashy demolition deposit within (033). Full of 19th
& 20th century ceramic and glass, c 0.20m depth.
Natural deposit of light orange brown clayey sand below (047)
and (034).
Spread of cobbles and small sub angular sandstones abutting S
side of wall (037). Sits on (035) below (034). Area measures c
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[048]

TR10

(049)
(050)

TR10
TR10

(051)

TR10

(052)

TR10

(053)

TR10

(054)

TR10

(055)

TR10

(056)

TR10

(057)

TR10

(058)

TR10

(059)

TR10

(060)

TP1

(061)

TP1

(062)

TR10

(063)

TR10

(064)

TR10

(065)

TR10

(066)

TR10

1.30m x 0.60m.
Rectangular shaped cut abutting W side of (047) cutting (035).
Measured 0.40m x 0.32m. Filled by (049).
Fill of [048]. Black ashy, cinder deposit. Not excavated.
Spread of sub – angular red sandstones < 0.25m, within SW
corner of TR10. Sits below (042), within (043) and measures
c1.80m x 1.35m. Continues beyond S baulk of trench, possible
surface.
Small patch of red sandstones similar to (050). Located c 0.40m
E of (050) measures c0.55m x 0.40m. Sits within (043).
Small patch of light pinkish brown mortar abutting E side of
(050) to the W of (051). Measured c0.26m x 0.35m.
Facing stones for N side of (037) – see context sheet. Sits on
(013) and (055).
Facing stones for S side of (038) – see context sheet. Sits on
(013) and (055).
Red sandstone flag floor surface running beneath (037), (38) and
(039). Excavated width c3.50m continuing beyond N baulk of
slot and exc length c1.60m continuing below (039).
Line of red sandstone blocks aligned N/S between (053) and
(054). Comprised of 5 sub angular blocks c0.33m x 0.28m, abuts
E side of (055).
Two ceramic drain pipes (connected). T shaped in plan; E/W
continues beyond N &S baulks of slot, NW/SE leg truncates
(027) and runs into E/W pipe. Sewer pipes for toilets in rear
yards of Tower Street.
Stone flag floor surface abutting W side of (057) continuing
below (027) and (059). Possible continuation of (039).
Comprised of red sandstone flags c0.45m x 0.35m.
Dump of red and yellow sandstone blocks within SW corner of
slot below (046). Stones roughly 0.40m x 0.25m. 1 piece worked
appears to be carved corner piece.
Stone projection abutting Tower foundation within TP1 (same
construction/build). C 0.45m wide, c 2.00m in length continuing
beyond S baulk of TP1. 2 stone courses in depth c 0.55m.
Possible support for wall of timber wing.
Mid greyish brown sandy gravel deposit below (014), c 0.25m in
depth.
Dark blackish brown mixed silty loam deposit. Backfill of
RHP13.Frequent inclusions of 19th & 20th century pottery and
glass.
Deposit of mid greyish brown solid clay between (050) and
(064).
Linear spread of sub-angular red sandstones <0.20m along
northern edge of (034).
Deposit of burnt cinder material above (063). Varying depth
<0.05m.
Deposit of black ashy coal tip material c0.20m in depth. Sits
below (001) and above (067).
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(067)

TR10

(068)

TR10

[069]

TR10

Deposit of brick rubble c 0.10m in depth below (067) and above
(033).
Deposit of mid-greyish brown silty clay below within depression
at east end of Trench 10. Below (062) and above (069).
Linear cut to east of (027). Filled by (045)
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